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Jerry Clough's Orchestra
Featured at 'Sayonara'
By

MARILYN BERGLUND

The music of Jerry Clough, wellknown Seattle bandleader, will be
a feature attraction at Seattle University's 53rd annual Homecoming

Coronation Ball, "Sayonara." The
traditional formal dance will be
held on Thursday, Feb. 13, from 9
p.m. till 1 a.m. in the grand ballroom of the Olympic Hotel.

HOMECOMING QUEEN CANDIDATES Joey Beswick, Margaret DiJulio and Barbara Cole look over
the Queen's dress which one of the three will be wearing, come February 13. The dress was designed
by Kathy Werran (left).
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Engineers Set

'Cement Mixer
Fri. in Lounge

Jerry Clough's orchestra has
previously played at many social
functions throughout this area, including dances sponsored by several fraternities and sororities at
the University of Washington, by
a number of the Boeing groups,
by the All-City Parent-Teachers'
Association, and by many of the
Seattle golf clubs and the Rainier

Music for the evening will be
from stereophonic hi-fl tapes with
recorded music by all the major
dance bands, according to John
Broell, co-chairman of the event.
Broell also commented, "For
girls who have been wondering
PLANNING "CEMENT MIXER," presented by the Engineers'
where the Engineers have been all
Council tomorrow night, are Walt Jellison, Mike Selivanoff, Dan
attend,
year,be sure to
as we'llall
Bucher and John Broell.
be there."
The Engineers' Council is made is held in spring quarter for the
Ticket sales are being handled
up of the heads of the various en- graduating seniors.
by Dan Bucher, John Vhay, Dave
General co-chairmen for the Moser, Don Larkin,
gineering groups in order to give
and John La
a better unity to their participa- dance are John Broell and Walt
tion in campus activities. Proceeds Jellison. Taking charge of publicity Fond. The cleanup committee confrom the dance will be used for are John Larsen and Jack Mc- sists of Mike Selivanoff, Pat Moore,
Walt Jellison and Tim Healy.
the group's annual banquet, which Laughlin.

Miniature styrofoam rickshaws
with candles will be used for table

decorations.

-

According to Veda Jo Vargo,
Homecoming co chairman, programs for the dance will go on
coming Queen during intermission sale about a week in advance at
ceremonies at the ball. The Queen, booths in the Chieftain and in the
whose identity is as yet unknown, Liberal Arts Building. Ac prowill be chosen by an alumni com- grams will be priced at $3, a remittee from three senior woman duction of 75 cents from last year's
candidates Beverly Beswick, of price.
Mill Valley, Calif.; Margaret DiVeda Jo also reminded all clubs
Julio, of Seattle; and Barbara Cole, and organizations planning
to
also of Seattle. She will be for- enter any of the three divisions of
mally introduced at halftime cere- Open House competition that this
monies during the Seattle-Gonzaga Friday will be the
Jast day to subHomecoming Game on Saturday, mit entry
blanks to the ASSU
Feb. 8.
office.
Gowns for this year's court have
It was announced that night rebeen designed and executed by
hearsals for skits will begin on
Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 5
and 6. Names of judges for the
contest will be released shortly.
Skits are tentatively scheduled to
begin at 8 p.m. on the night of
Tea dancing will be held Febru- Open House.
ary 6 from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m., in
the student lounge. Music will be
provided by records and admission

Club.

Governor AlbertRosellini is expected to crown the 1958 Home-

—

This afternoon mixer is under
the chairmanship of Rico Parent!
and helping him will be Santos
Contreras and Kathe Rotcheford.
This ASSU-sponsored activity is
something new on the calendar of
student events and is being held
for the benefit and enjoyment of
the students.

dergast, Joan; Prendergast, Sharon;
As of Wednesday of this week, Prior,
Mary; Puckett, Elizabeth;
$5,000 has been pledged and $3,000
Ragimbal, Sylvia; Rasmussen, Marie;
has been collectedfor the student Reddy, Fern; Reich1in, Ferdinand; Reider, Margaret M.; Rell, Richard; Reindevelopment drive.
hard t, Dianna; Reynolds, Victor; Rice,
Leo Costello, drive chairman, Rite; Riley, Williams; Ritch, Michael;
Roberts, James; Roberts, John; Roburges all solicitors to turn in all
money and pledge cards by Tues- inson, Car^ton; Rodes, Albert; Rogers,
James; Rohde, Jim; Roman,John;
day of next week.The student de- ischu, Marilyn; Romstad, Karen; RomRonvelopment office will be open dorf, Gretchen; Roni, Gina; Ruddy,MiRusch,
Richard;
Russell,
Dianne;
chael;
Thursday.
Tuesday and
Money and
Gayle; Ryan, Janet; Ryan, Kathcards can also be turned-in to the Ryan,
leen;
Development Offices and the LibSaleman,David; Sasso, Joanne ;Sautner, Nancy; Scalzo, Bill; Scariano,
eral Arts Building.
Irene; Schaaf, Charles; Schacht, Fred;
The following is a continuation Schacht, M. Paula; Schafer, Ann;
of names of those who have con- Schmitz, Arlene; Schmitz, Charles;
tributed to the drive. More will Schneider, Anne; Schnell, Candace;
Schnuriger, Marta; Schott, Pat;

Schumacher, David; Schumacher,
Martha; Schwan, Richard; Scott, Theresa; Seltz, Edward; Serfozo, Ethel;
Shaffer, Nancy; Shahon, Leo;
Shaw, Connie; Sheehan, C'aroll;
Sherburne, Marie; Sheridan, Kathleen;

Completed Entry Blanks Due
eligible to enter any and all four
categories. They may also submit
as many entries in each category
as they wish.
Maximum word limits for categories are: article, 1,500 words; editorial, 500 words; poetry, none;
short story, 3,500 words. Material
an entry blank.
must be new, original, and previBlanks are still available in the ously unpublished.
Spectator office, at the Information
The deadline for submission of
Booth and at the English House all material is Monday, March 10,
Regularly enrolled students are 1958.

w

Gonzaga Glee Club
Sings Today
Music ranging from the *g
will
pops to the
classics

be

2
(
g

presented today by the Gon- $
zaga University Women's B

Mjt
X

Pigott

Glee Club at 12:15 p.m. in §
Auditorium. Admls- «
sion is free and everyone is a
ti cordially invited to attend.
The group, which is now jj
on tour, consists of forty girls S
w and is considered one of the »
8 finest women's choruses on jjjj
The seventh annual Military R the Coast. A special feature S
program will be sev- S
Ball is now in the planning stage, SJ of the
s»
according to Cadet Major Leo J. « eral comedy routines.
director,
k:
Mrs.
Jean
Their
&
Roppo, captain of Scabbard and
X Wardian, is in her final year $
Blade.
The date set for the ballis April X at Gonzaga, having recently g
11, with the site the Spanish Ball- 55 accepted an offer to instruct
room of the Olympic Hotel. Elec- w at Columbia University in 3
tion of the queen and her court « New York.
will take place in February.
Any girl on campus may be
nominated to the court, and the
queen will be selected from the
five finalists chosen by the votes
of the 450 members of the Cadet
Corps. Selection of the queen will
If you suddenly find yourself
Shlbles, Kathleen; Shlnner, Roberta? be made by the senior cadets.
among strangers in the next two
Shltanaka, Kathleen; Shock, Glenn;
of
is
chairman
the
ball
General
weeks, that the old familiar faces
Sigmon, David; SUvanl, Kathleen; Sim—
mons, William; Sinnett, Nancy; Sletto, Cadet Capt. Ray Weber, assisted have disappeared, don't panic
by Cadet Lt. Col. Bob Lydum, they're probably
Susan; Smart, Laurie; Smilanlch, Robenrolled in the
ert; Smith, Marilyn; Smith, Marilyn;
business manager; Cadet Major Beard-Growing Contest.
Smith, Walter; Soikowski, Frank;
Ron Bentz, queen and court comSprong, Roberta; Standaert, Richard;
So that you can identify the
mittee; Cadet Ist Lt. Ben Simon,
Stapleton, Donald; Starkovich, Anpublicity; Cadet Capt. George strange faces, here are the stuthony; Starret, Mary; Stegman, Inez;
Sterino, Anita; Stiene, Ann; St. Martin, Ploudre,decorations; and Cadet Lt. dents enrolled in the contest: Mike
Margaret; Stocker, Margaret; Strong,
Col. Jim Helbling, invitations and Sullivan, Walt Booriak,Bob Brack,
Ronald; Stranne, Douglas; Struve, GorMike Caratan, Santos Contreras,
programs committee.
don; Sullivan, Mary; Sutton, Paul;
The ROTC staff advisor for the Jim Gallagher, Jim Furlong, Al
Tangen, Llnhart; Taylor, Pat; Taylor, Robert; Thoelke, Jean; Thomas,
ball is Major Norman S. Homer, Krebs,Larry Gahan, Mike Assante,
Beverly; Thompson, Helen; Thulean,
Infantry. The Military Ball is Fred Lanouette.
Sharon; Ting,Llmg-Erl;Tobener, Irene;
Jim Sellar, Larry Peabody, Don
sponsoredby Scabbard and Blade,
Tobin, William;

Military Ball
Set for April 11

Tokunaga,Margaret; Tomhave, Robert; Tonlan, Gary; TonkofT, Vana; Tost,
Joy; Toth, Joseph; Tressler, Forrest;
Turner, Paul; Turner, William; Twlss,
Frank; Tyrrell, Catherine;
Uhlman, Joseph; Unger, Richard;
Urbano, Ann; Vasey, Mary; Veigel, Judith; Veraya, Michael; Vest, Vicotia;
Vhay, John; Viajar, Thrlm.t; Vldis, Dolores; Vigil, Susan; Vik, Jeanlne; Vitzthum, Mary; Vlahovich, John; Vona,

Madeline;

Walln, Donald; Wallace, Rex; Walsh,
Frank; Walsh, Mary; Warrlnner, Byron;
Warner, Bill; Warner, Mary Lou;
Warwick, Mary; Waters, Sandra;
Wayne, Judie; Webb, Judith; Weber,
Ray; Webster, Larry; Weidman, Louis;
Welk, Lucille; WeUer, Brenda; Welsh,
Sheila; Wendall, Daniel; West, Sandra;
Whilt, Judith; White, Virginia; Wiatrak,
Winifred; Wilde, Ruth; Wllkey, Joseph;
Williams, Rose;
Willis, Robert; Wills, Ron; Wlndle,
Joan; Witt, David; Woods, Patricia;
Worthington, Aileen;
Yakish, Lorene; Young, Claudia;
Vuhl, Nathan; Zaninovlch, Dianne; Zlelinski, James; Zimmerman, George;
Zimmerman, Waldene; Zlmsen, Mary.

g

J3

Development Drive Totals $5,000;
Committee Calls for Pledge Cards

SU's first annual student writing
contest is now in its second week.
Students are reminded to fill in
their entry blanks for the contest
and return them to the Public Relations Office immediately. No material will be accepted if the entrant has not previously filled out

stage on which the coronation ceremony will be held will be turned
into a miniature Japanese garden.

is free.

person.

Peddicord, Kathy; Pendleton, Samuel; Penry,Joseph; Pesce, Valeric; Petcoff, Donna; Peterson, Marilyn; Petrl,
Joan; Polsson, David; Posch, Darlene;
Pospisll, Jerry; Powell, Michael; Pren-

Decorations at the Coronation
Ball will be designed to carry out
this year's general theme. The

ASSU Sponsors
Afternoon Dances

The annual Engineers' "Cement
Mixer" is being sponsored Friday
night by SU's Student Engineering
Council. The mixer will be held
in the Chieftain (Student Union
Building), following the PortlandSU game, from 9:30 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. Admission is 50 cents per

be run next week.

Kathy Warren, a senior home economics major. This will be the
third and final time that Kathy,
scheduled to graduate in June, will
have robed the court. The 1958
princesses will wear full-length
gowns of turquoise taffeta, featuring full, gathered skirts with hoops
and a high neckline scooping into
a "V" back.

5 O'clock Shadow
Stalks SU Men

military honorary, with "the aid of
the Cadet Corps.

NOTICE TO SENIORS
All seniors expecting to grad-

uate in May, 1958, must have
an application for graduation
properly evaluated by the
dean's office of their respective

school.

These applications for graduation must be received by the
Registrar's office no later than
February 21, 1958. In order to
comply with this deadline, each
graduating senior should present his application to his dean
prior to February 14.
Further details on graduation
are included with the application. Applications may be obtained from the office of the
Registrar.

Willis, Paul Turner, Phillip Contreras, Jim Connors, Jim Donovan,
Harry Vye, Leo Shahon, Burke
Harrell, Pete Bosserman, Jack
Monrean, Dick Beham, Mike Desmond, Chuck Schmitz, Jerry McGinley, Bill Cammarano, Tim
Monahan, Dick Andrews, Mike
Ritch, Jim Helbling, Jerry Ley.
Jim Limage, Dick Wright, Bob

Coombs, Leo Roppo, Brian Cullerton, Denny Johnson,,, John Vhay,
Wally Flannery, Tom Troutman,
Bill Simmons, Dave Fultz, Tom
Clark, Soel Brown, Gene Boe, Bob
McKillip, Jim Rohde, Gregg Lowe,
Jerry

Salazar and Mike Flanigan.
Rev. Michael Toulouse, S.J., was
chosen as a judge for this event.
Two others will be named.
Judging will take place the evening of February 10 at Open
House.
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Editorial :

Books :

Here come the grads!

Indirected reading

The Class of 1948 may not have wandered down our univied halls very recently but they probably haven't forgotten
the hectic few weeks which usuallyprecede Homecoming Week.
They are also probably expecting the Homecomingparticipants
to remember them.
In past years, the student body seems to have been laboring under the idea that Homecoming Week is strictly, or chiefly, for their own enjoyment and benefit. It isn't. Homecoming is just what the word implies a week of tribute to the
"old grads" who are returning to their Alma Mater.
It is also a merry-go-round week of painting, sports, dancing and banquets. That's where the student fun comes in. But
and pride in
the students can best show their achievements
—
displays and
posters,
Open
by
House
SU
their entries in the
skits.
This year's Open House entries, which should be better
than ever before, should particularly remember the alumni
when planning their projects. Just—remember the word "Homecoming" and what it stands for
and it's not "Sayonara"!

As the hour winds toward three
in the morning Iam at last startled to action by the pinch of responsibility. Before me is the
prospect of writing a few notes on
some reading Idid over the holidays.
If Idon't, there is in store for
me a moment of humility to be
induced by one charming editor's
irate denouncement of my bones
as shiftless. Icould perhaps avoid
this consequence of a rash tongue
by pleading a mental block, death
in the family or some such thing,
but there is some limit to gullibility.
Therefore, and you may say unfortunately, my hasty judgments
on that farrago of holiday readings

—

Essoy :

Summer

storm "

grove of poplars; the wind has
whipped itself to a frenzy, and

they are swaying giddily to and
fro. The lightning leaps out, the
Dust and
all afternoon. thunder resounds again. Reaching
And the nights are the same: dark the front lawn, you raceacross it,
but never cool. Life seems to drag realizing that the gusts are suddenly abating, knowing that here
on languidly
Then you sense the change. The is the prelusive calm. The storm
day was lying quiescent, like a gathers itself behind you; but you
listless, basking cat; now, suddenly are already plunging madly up the
disturbed, the cat wakens, tenses, front steps, into the shelter of the
porch.
listens cautiously.
Lightning splits the clouds apart!
There is a momentary stir in the
A sheet of silver rain beats the
tall grass; a puff of dust starts up
and settles again. Puzzled, you wild grass into submission and
look to all sides. Nothing
no! sends the branches of the poplars
Behind you, the horizon is not smashing into one another. The
gale, resurgent, drives a cascade
blue but purple-grey.
You walk faster, telling yourself of water across the arid ground.
Exhausted but secure and dry,
you still have plenty of time to
reach home. But the wind is grad- you slump to the porch floor and
ually increasing. The wayside rest. The miniature deluge is
grass definitely undulates now; it washing away all dust and heat;
billows gently, like a sea in a slow- the stifled Kansas atmosphere is
motionfilm. The dust scuds around being completely cleansedand renin little whirlwinds. A swallow ovated. You are perfectly content.

—
heat

...

—

Letters :

Mutual admiration society
Dear Editor
Ifeel that the time has come to
give tribute to that pillar of the
studentbody office, D. Arthur Poisson, our beloved treasurer.
This man deserves recognition,
not only for his tremendous statesmanship, but also his Lincoln-like
honesty.
It is a privilege indeed for this
student assembly to enjoy the
brain-trust of that great, great
man.
—FRANK PIRO.

"

"

"

Dear Editor:
In the years Ihave subscribed
to your great paper, I have par-

Much of the "growing up" is a
discovery of self and the
world it inhabits. Such is the case
here. Growing consciousness of
the unusual is always being in-

MARILYN BERGLUND kind of

— —

sweet.

in the Rye. "The tortuous processes
of growing," as Time magazine
called it, have, in a most unusual
and wonderful way, been made
manifesthere. Almost everywhere
there is the bright, clear ring of

the real.

Dust and heat; dust and more breaks from the cool shade of a
dust. The atmosphere is choked lone bush and skims over the
with ragweed pollen, heavy with grass,up into a strangely hazy sky.
the irritating odor of goldenrod.
You quicken your pace to a lope
Waist-high plains of wild grass as you turn down the long dirt
stretch away, shimmering, on ei- lane which leads to the house. Bether side of the sticky asphalt road. hind you, the electric tension has
The sun has been blazing hour mounted; there are continual, restafter hour in a sky too brilliant, less grumblings pf thunder. You
too intensely blue. This is western can imagine the slow, deliberate
— these are the "dog days" advance of the storm clouds— phaKansas
of late August.
lanx upon phalanx inexorably
marching toward the far horizon.
You scuff along the rutted shoulder of the road, feeling dirty, tired,
Then the first streak of lightning
uncomfortable. The back of your cuts dazzlingly across the face
of
" you
neck is sunburnt and hot; now and the storm. "One
two
then a drop of perspirationtrickles count as you break into a run.
sluggishly down between your Thunder crashes against your eardrums, recoils, crashes once more.
shoulder blades.
Even that ice cream at the crossAhead, you see the familiar
roads store hasn't helped matters
much; its after-taste is still in your
mouth, not icy, merely cloyingly

.. .

can be found below.
J. D. SALINGER
The novel Ienjoyed the most
was J. D. Salinger's The Catcher

ticularly marveled at the sports
section. This year I have noted
several outstanding articles on our
basketball team. These articles are
the work of that free-lance exponent of social justice in the sports
realm, Frank B. F. Piro.
To you, the Spectator, I offer
thanks for bringing us, the students, his worthwhile words. And
to you, Frank B. F. Piro, "Carry
on, boy!"
DAVE POISSON.
("Editor"s Note : The Spkctator is
indeed priinlezed to know these two
"great" gentlemen. It is hoped, however, that in Spring quarter they enrollin I'ocabulary-HuUdinti 100.)

—

News, Feature and Sports Staffs
Have Openings for
WRITERS and TYPISTS

...

Contact: The SPECTATOR Editors
2nd Floor-Student Union Bldg.

How To:

Ride on the

octopus
"

JUDY CAREY

You never leave the Puyallup
Fair unless you've taken a ride on
the Octopus. It requires a lot of
nerve, first of all, to pay for the
ticket!
You have a vague idea of what's
ahead of you. You climb bravely
aboard and crack a few jokes until
the box is closed. Once the door
is closed, you know you're really
in for a ride!
The Octopus starts and the box

spins around and around while
going up and down at a tremendous (or so you think) speed. If
your mind hasn't frozen, you try
to organize your limbs and muscles
to the proper sway so that the ride
is better. If you let yourself fall
any-which-way, you emerge battered and bruised.
After years, it seems, it finally
halts and with trembling legs you
climb off onto the good stable
earth. Looking back on the ride,
if you used coordination you've
foi*nd already that the bad effects
are forgotten and that it really
wasn't toooo bad!
This same principle applies to
your student vocation. To come to
college takes nerve, and once
you've paid your tuition the education ride begins.
You have a vague idea of what's
ahead of you. You hand in your
class cards and, once the "last day
to drop a course" is in effect, there
is no getting off.
The intellectual, spiritual and
social aspects of college swirl
around you. You have to "unfreeze" your mind and lean toward
the swing and sway of the moment,
no matter what it may be religious, intellectual or social. If you
don't have this coordination, like
on the octopus you succeed in
emerging slightly the worse for

—

wear.

Finally, school life is over and
you step, faltering a bit perhaps,
into the business or professional
world. Looking back on your
school years, if you coordinated
right you forget the unpleasant details and realize that it really
wasn't as bad as it seemed at the

" JOHN BUCKLEY

While reading on, Iwas reminded
of a lyric of Noel Coward's:
"I'm world weary, world weary
Living in a great big town
Ifind it so dreary, so dreary."
The sGng is somewhat representative of other of Mr. Huxley's
order.
less unfortunate works. There is
Holden Caufield, 16, and his 10- the recurrent theme of disgust with
year-old sister Phoebe are, after sentimentalismand its diverse repthe new fashion, the hero and he- resentation as the renting of veils
roine of this Odyssey. If Ican get to expose the vulgarity and hyaway with that hackneyed phrase, pocrisy of a society and its conthey are well-nigh "unforgettable stituents shows.
And of course, there is always
characters." In all it is a spellbinding and pleasurable reading the ennui which is best exemplified
in Mrs. Jiveash, a slightly less proexperience.

truded upon by the heretofore unrealized obvious.
But such discoveries are not
mounted one upon the other to
grind the reader down into the
common dust. There is comic relief and it is humour of a high

miscuous counterpoint of Hemingway's Lady Brett but that is primarily because she is always tired.
The point of view of the whole
thing is quite negative. But this
is not bad in itself, for such a point
of view in many things is very
much in order. However, it takes
more than just a point of view to
journey had remained.
make a good novel. If Imay swipe
It is the human predicament a quote from the good Dr. Johnand, undoubtedly more important, son, Antic Hay "has a beginning
It is the record of his efforts to and an end, but it must be allowed
find salvation.However, It is hard- to want a middle."
S. J. PERELMAN
ly told in human terms.
The last of the lot— l did try
The point of reference is almost
was called The Best
entirely theological but before I to read it
had gotten too far along Ibegan of S. J. Perelman. This is a colto wonder if he had forgotten the lection of short stories by one of
human element. By then it had the better-known contributors to
been split up into its component the New Yorker. There are many
parts and no longer behaved as remarkably funny tales in this cola human being capable of theology lection. As to the other Irested
but rather as a theological being my shoes or went and had,another
glass of water, rather than getting
subject to an occasional lapse.
Of course, Imay wellhave mis- myself tired from rearranging the
understood Merton's intent, yet for furniture of S. J.s verbal gymnamany reasons I am inclined not sium. Iespecially recommendhim
to the "cleverer than thou" entourto think so.
Nonetheless, the reading of The age.
This will give them a veritable
Seven Storey Mountain is a rich
experience. It may not cover all wealth of obscure material to go
the ground between hell and the roaring around about with, in that
hope of heaven but much of the noble and riotous spirit of one-upknowledge to be gained from such manship.
The last thing Ihave to say,and
a journey is to be found in the
no doubt the most worthwhile, is
hardy prose of Thomas Merton.
that all four of these books can
ALDOUS HUXLEY
Another thing Iread was Aldous be purchased from your bookseller
Huxley's Antic Hay, which is one for a total of $2.40. Outs into the
of his early irreverences but most beer money Iknow, but it whiles
certainly not the best of them. away the time.

—

THOMAS MERTON
My travels next lead me to
Thomas Merton's The Seven Storey Mountain and it makes an
exhausting climb. Iwas not interested in a play-by-play account of
his moral meanderings but after I
had finished it, Idid wish that
something more of the human

—

—

—

...

The New Schprunkhouer ;

Cars are better than ever?
"
J. R.

An old chum of mine, whom I
had always considered to be an
even, reasonable and phlegmatic
sort,pounded on my door the other
day.
His unusual, unnecessary vigor
raisedsuspicions that something or
someone had broken the pattern
of his habitual placidity. Glazed
eye, trembling hand and broken
speech confirmed the suspicions.
"Out
come out
Wow! M'
new car see it!" He pushed me
out the door and down to the curb,
over which peeped the windows
of a rather small foreign automo-

——

—

bile.

"Howdaya like it!" His question
a demand.

was

"What is it, a Frimmel?"
"Ya think I'm nuts? It's a
Schpunkhauer Liter-and-a-half
best import yet (clunk). Has it all
over the Frimmel (bonk)." He
had given the diminutive fender a
vicious kick and had slammed his
fist onto the hood; the car remainedreassuringly intact.
Iasked the color: "Kaiser VVilhelm Gray. Never have to wash
it. Eight coats. Get in."
My tall friend had no difficulty
wedging himself behind the wheel:
I was soon beside him, my head
scraping the roof.
"Plenty of leg-room," he said,
"engine's in the back."
The motor caught the instant he
touched the starter and a steady,

—

high whine came from where the
trunk should have been. "Aircooled. A little noisy but really
PRACTICAL. No water, no leaks,
no hoses. Six moving parts. Last
forever. PRACTICAL." He stepped the whine of the engine up to
an unbelievable pitch and slapped
the toy gearshift. We were away.

There followed a hair raising
traffic,
accomride through heavy
panied by a narration of the economy, roadability, common sense
austerity features of the Schpunkhauer Liter-and-a-half. After 15
minutes, Iwas convinced that anyone who drove anything but this
model was either a millionaire or
a fool.
Then we saw the lady in the
Cadillac. She floated serenly ahead
of us, straight and steady on both
sides of the white line, just slow
enough to miss the lights. Much
determined manipulation of the
horn and gearshift brought us
around her, and a slight, sudden
wrench of the wheel swerved our
auto neatly into a parking space.

-

"Like to see HER get into this
one," gloated my friend. The glittering door-handles of the Cadillac passed us at eye-level. They
stopped. White back-up lights
flashed.
t
Then she tried as my friend had
suggested.

time.

Right now, your vocation is to
be a student! You have goals that

graduation but.
right now, work on developing
your intellectual, spiritual and so-

will come with

cial sense of responsibility.
If you learn to coordinate now.
you'll have an easier "ride" the
rest of your life.

Seattle University Spectator
Official publication of the Associated Student! of Seattle University. Published
weekly on Thursdays during the school year. Editorial and business offices at
Student Union Building,11th and Sprint St., Seattle 22, Wash. Subscription rates,
13.00 per year. Entered aa third class matter.
BONJA VUKOV
Editor-in-Chief
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Question Box ?
?

THE SPECTATOR

Philosophy Exam Set in March
The next administration of the

-

Scholastic Philosophy Examination

A question answer service is will be Friday, March 7, 1958, at
being offered for the first time to 1 p.m. in Room P404.
SU students. Under the sponsorare asked to sign up
ship of the Sodality, it will attempt byStudents
February 27 at the office of the
to resolve the many problems stu- Registrar. Students must have
dents have concerning religious completed all philosophy courses,
and moral issues. All questions or
be taking the last one this
will be answered personally, and quarter.
those found to be of general interA grade of "B" is required for
est will be published in the Specgraduating
with honors (cum
tator. Names will be held in the
laude, etc.); a passing grade is restrictest confidence.
to receive a degree.
Questions may be submitted to quired
Results of the examination will
the Sodality office, in self adbe posted on the Official Bulletin
dressed envelopes.
Board outsidethe Registrar's office
within two weeks. They will not

-

Patronize Oar Advertisers!

be given out at the Counseling and

f5POnCampus A"
*^^>^~jr
■*^

r

<fiV the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

A SCHOOL AWAY FROM SCHOOL
Students majoring in science, like all other American
students, have a wild yearning for culture, but, alas,
when a student is after a degree in engineering or math
or like that, he simply does not have time to take all the
liberal arts courses his heart pines for.
And what is being done about this unhappy situation?
I'll tell you what: Enlightened corporations everywhere
programs for the
are setting up on-the-jol» liberal arts
newly employed science graduate — courses designed to
broaden his cultural base— for the enlightened corporation realizes that the truly cultured employee is the truly
valuable employee.
Take, for example, Lambswool Sigafoos.
A week after his graduation, Lambswool reported to
Mr. Femur, the personnel director of an enlightened corporation engaged in the manufacture of cotter pins and
wing nuts. "How do you do?" said Lambswool. "I'm
Lambswool Sigafoos
and I've come to work."
"Sit down,>y said Mr. Femur, chuckling kindly. "Have
a Marlboro."
"Thank you," said Lambswool. "I like Marlboros.
Ilike their filter and'their flavor."
"Me too," said Mr. Femur, blinking humanely."And I
like their flip-topbox. When my flip-top box of Marlboros
is empty, Iuse it to keep fish hooks in."
"Know what Ido when my flip-top box of Marlboros
is empty?" asked Lambswool.
"What?" said Mr. Femur, sniggering graciously.
"I buy some more Marlboros," said Lambswool.
"A sound idea," said Mr. Femur, vibrating fetchingly.
"But enough chit-chat. Come along to the campus."
"Campus?" said Lambswool, puzzled. "But I'vecome
to work. Take me to my drawing board."
"This is an enlightened corporation," said Mr. Femur,
yodelling viciously. "First you must get your cultural
base broadened."
Mr. Femur took Lambswool to the training campus,
which looked like any other campus. It had ivy-covered
buildings, dormitories, fraternity and sorority houses, a
stadium, a deer park, and a moat. Lambswool was given
a roommate, a beanie, and copies of the company hymn
and rouser, and the enlightenedcorporation proceeded to
fill the gap in his culture.

Testing Center, nor at the Registrar's office. Please do not ask for

them there.
Students taking the examination
for the second time must present
a receipt for $3 from the Counseling and Testing Center. This applies to anyone taking the exami-

nation a second time, or those taking it outside the scheduled time.
Paper and special pencils will
be supplied; you need bring no
writing materials.

...

—

—
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Here's a sentence that's easy toparse: Subject you. Verb
"get. Object a lot to like in aMarlboro, whose makers bring
you this column throughout the school year.

ROTC spotlight
Robert Lydum, a senior from
Twin Falls, Idaho, gains the first
ROTC Spotlight of the year. Commander of 90 ROTC cadets in the
Ist Battalion, Bob was awarded the
honor of Distinguished Military
Student this year. Recognition in

European Tour
Plans Released

Harmon and his wife will conduct the group. It will visit such
places as Amsterdam, Heidelberg,
Munich, Oberammergau, Assisi,
Florence, Pompei, Avignon and
Lourdes. There will also be many
free days for trips to Paris, Rome
and the French and Italian Rivieras.

The trip this year will be open
to both men and women of college
age and will visit some of the great
religious, cultural and historical
highlights of Europe.
They will fly from Seattle to
Vancouver, Canada, and then directly over the North Pole route
to Amsterdam. From Amsterdam,
a chartered luxury motorcoach will
be at their disposal during the entire tour while they visit Holland,
Germany, Austria, Lichtenstein,
Switzerland, Italy, San Marino, the
Vatican, Monaco and France.
Price of $1,150 includes air fare,
transportation from Seattle to Amsterdam and return flight, chartered motorcoach transportation
during the entire portion of the
tour, dormitory-type accommodations in good second class hotels
and pensions, and all meals (With
the exception of lunch and dinner
in Rome, Lourdes and Paris).
There are many possible alternate routes back to America on
the plane tickets and the tickets
are good for a year. The students
are encouraged to stay over after
the trip and spend some time touring on their own.
The trip is also open to graduating high school seniors, college age
students and recent alumni.

where he averaged 18 points per

game, which was high score for
the Intramural League.

A member of the military students' national honorary, Scabbard
and Blade, Bob plans to accept a
regular Army commission following graduation, after which he
hopes to make the Army his career.
Bob came to Seattle U four years
ago from Twin Falls High School;
where he played football and basketball, attaining all-state honors
in the latter sport. His family includes a brother, 22, and a fiveyear-old sister, who have since
moved to Washington with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Flave A.
Lydum.

Robert (Bob) Harmon, director
of the Evening Division, has announced that final planshave been
made for a tour for Seattle University students through Europe
this coming summer.

ROBERT LYDUM

the Who's Who of American Universities and Colleges is another of
Cadet Lt. Col. Lydum's accomplishments.
Last year

this military science
major earned the ROTC Sportsmanhip Award and played center
on the ROTC basketball team,

Bob is putting his six feet-plus
to work this year, playing guard
for Westside Ford's AAU basketball squad and on the ROTC intramural team. When he can find
spare time between his military
and general science courses, Bob
enjoys golf, hunting and dancing.
A better than average student,
Bob is often seen on campus hurrying from the gym to the Student
Union Building and on to drill
with his fellow RO officers and
cadets. For his outstanding contribution to the spirit of SU, this
column congratulates Robert Lydum, an exemplary campus leader.

Twirling at the games...

H. S. Leaders
Invited to
March Confab
Approximately 200 top students
from all high schools in the Seattle area will assemble on the SU
campus for a High School Leadership Conference, to be held over
the week end of spring vacation,

Firsthe was taught tb read, then to print capitalletters,
then capital and small letters. Then there wasanattempt
to teach him script, but it was ultimately abandoned.
From these fundamentals,Lambswoolprogressedslowly
but steadily through the more complex disciplines. He
was diligent, and the corporation waspatient, andin the
end they were rewarded, for when Lambswool finished,
he could playa clavier,composea triolet,parsea sentence,
and identify the birthstone for every month of the year.
His lengthy schooling finally over, Lambswool was
assigned to an important executive position where he
Not, however, for
served with immense distinction.
long, because one week later he reached retirement age.
Today, still spry, he lives in St. Petersburg, Florida,
where he supplements his pension by parsing sentences
for tourists.
©ism. uuHmiaH
"""
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March 21 through March 23.
The program for the week end
will include a forum on student
leadership, seminars and discussions to initiate prospective college
students to campus life, social activities and entertainment.
Arrangements are being completed to have out-of-town delegates accommodated at Marycrest
and Xavier.
Jigger La Buda and Greg Barlow, general co-chairmen of the
conference, recently met with student body officers and campus
leaders to enlist the cooperation of
service clubs and organizations.
Rev. John J. Kelley, S.J., executive vice president of SeattleUniversity, and Mr. Ronald Peterson,
director of high school relations,
have been chosen as faculty ad-

visors for the event.

The Best Friend
Your Shoes Ever Had

SU'S TWO MAJORETTES, Joanne Irwin and Darla Calhoun, prac-

tice the varied routines they perform for the enjoyment of halftime
audiences at Chieftain home games. An innovation this year, the
girls add to the entertainment of halftime with their skillful batontwirling.
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Just Arrived
Contemporary Valentines
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Got A Study Break? Instant Service!

malts
4J Ready to Go "" HAMBURGERS
" CHEESEBURGERS
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HANAN'S SHOE REPAIR
1006 Madison

1219 Madison

»J Near Campus and Marycrest
For Your Convenience —We Gift-Wrap and Mail Gifts
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" FRENCH FRIES
" BEVBRAGES

*

21

19<f
24*
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JSifiBDICK'S DRIVE-IN
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On Broadway off Olive Way
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Holy Rollers

And Sabers
Pace Bowlers

Pilots, SU Clash Tonight
In Opener of 2-Game Set

Portland's upset-minded Pilots
invade Seattle tonight for the first
of two games with the Chieftains.
The teams square off at Civic Auditorium at 8 p.m. this evening and
A bunch of "old pros" and a on Friday. Portland's last game
band of young radicals are leading was a stunning victory over highly
the Seattle University Intramural ranked Bradley on the Braves'
Bowling League after two weeks home court,
58-55. SU has also
with perfect records. Both the vet- beaten the Midwest team this year.
eran Holy Rollers and the precoThe two games conclude the ancious Sabers risk their 8-0 marks
Portland and
today when play resumes at Rai- nual series between
weeks ago at VanSeattle.
Two
nier Lanes.
couver, the Chieftains walloped
The Sabers are the surprise of the Pilots twice, 77-47 and 97-75.

the early play. Unheralded, and
formed only during the latter
stages of last quarter, they put together the highest pinfall of the
winter (2,168) last Thursday in
blanking Reiser's Raiders.

The Raiders bowled the season's
third-highest series, but had the
misfortune of rolling against an
even "hotter" quartet. The Engineers' John Broell rolled a fabu-

SANTA CLARA BRONCOS surround Jerry Frizzell as he jumps
score during the Chieftain-Santa Clara game last Monday

high to
night.

SU Tames Broncos, 75-67
For Sixth Straight Victory

Seattle U's high-scoring Chiefs
added another scalp to their collection last Monday evening when
they stopped a hot-shooting quintet from Santa Clara before 5,100
fans at Civic Auditorium.
Seattle's Chiefs called on Jerry
Frizzell again to spark their usual
second-half rally. The tall forward
responded with a blistering 13point attack which sailed the
Chiefs past Santa Clara for their
tenth win of the year and sixth
in a row. The final score was 7567.
The 6-ft. 5-in. substitute, one of
the few men in college ball who
can handle the passes of Elgin
Baylor, responded to the AllAmerican's flashy display with a
deadly assault under the Chieftains' offensive boardand two nice
jump-shots from the right of the
key.
The Broncos displayed a slow,
deliberate offense that made every
shot count and it wasn't until the
second half that the Chieftains
broke open the game with Elgin
Baylor's deft passes to teammates
open for cripples.
The Redmen took an early 9-4
lead and it looked as though the
Broncs would be run right off the

MIMEOGRAPHING
ECONO-LITH
Mimeographing

Costs Less than

MULTILITHING

Alpha-Staunch

floor. But the Santa Clara five,
paced by Sobrero's hooks and
Bachich's sets, tied it up, 9-9, and

it wasn't until the clock showed
57 seconds to go in the first half
that the Chiefs again grabbed the
lead by virtueof Francis Saunders'
two quick jumpers.
Seattle U applied a vicious fullcourt press at the outset of the
second half while scoring five
quick points, boosting their lead,
41-34.
Then Elgin Baylor unleashed his
passing power and continually hit
Jerry Frizzell and Charlie Brown
for cinch lay-ins.
Coach John Castellanl turned
off the scoring power with the
score 75-58, and let his bench see
a little action.
The Broncs scored the last nine
points but the Chiefs didn't mind,
for they had already wrapped up
the game and the mythical Jesuit

BE A MAGICIAN
Write

EA.8118

Dr. Meyer Bloch, Pres.,
International Association of
Magicians,
New York, N. Y.

10% DISCOUNT to
Seattle U. Students

P. J. CASE FLORIST
A Few Blocks West of the Campus

ELiot 5066

1014 Madison
j^iljnjiJmiimwiiiri'iiLHiiiiiJ miiin||ii|||ii)iiiiiiiimin?inTWirmtiiiiiwtiiini»mi

The Rollers kept pace with the
Sabers by blanking the Bums, fall
quarter runner-up, behind the
Rev. Frank Logan, S.J. Fr. Logan
had the day's second-high series
of 585. The match of the quarter
may well take place next week
when the Holy Rollers clash with
the Sabers.
It was a day of surprises all
around. The Hot Shots, another
"unknown," moved into sole possession of second place with a 6-2
redfcrd. With Frank Lumar and
Tom Bily showing the way, they

-

took four points from the Pirates.
The other "eye openers" were
the Giants' victory over the defending champion IGPs, with Ken

iiiinii|i||||

Today's schedule (Rainier Lanes
at 1:30 p.m.):
Sabers
Sox
vs.
Bums
vs.
88's
Holy Rollers
vs. Mostly Misses

IGP's
Pirates

Red Birds
Braves
Unknowns

jletvete

l l[|pliiH[[

Hanses, who fell to 182.
The Sabers, armed with a 132pin handicap, speared the Raiders
behind the "clutch" kegling of
Dale Dumond. Assisting in the
victory were teammates Jim Wilson, Chuck Schmitz and Bill McCurroch.

Buck leading the victors to three
out of four, and the continued
amazement of the all-girls team.
Mostly Misses. The lasses took
three from Fr. McCusker's luckless
championship.
Elgin Baylor led the SU scoring 88's.
with 23 points and, although he
The Unknowns, who split four
didn't hit his season average, he games with the Braves, join the
did put on a dazzling show of ball Giants and Mostly Misses with 5-3
control and passing. Jerry Frizzell records, to hold down the third
with 13 and Captain Jim Harney place position.
with 10 were the other big guns
While the men's averages were
for SU.
generally
on the rise, the girls had
The victory over Santa Clara
a sad day on the alleys. Pat Scherundoubtedly impressed the Caliby not bowling, took over
fornia sportswriters. A reporter rerrer,
top
the
individual spot when Grace
Harry
from Berkeley,
Moskal,
rated Elgin as the top player in Orchard, the former trail-blazer,
nose-dived to a 125 average from
college ball. He chose only one
description for the man, wheezing, last week's 138. Miss Scherrer carries a 126 mean. Linda Marlowe
"Wunnerful!" about three times.
joins Miss Orchard in the runnerup spot.

Direct Mail and Printing

1428-11th Aye.

lous 658 series, with games of 233,
232 and 193, only to see his effort
go for naught. Broell, however,
now paces the field in individual
averages with a 186 mean, surpassing the perennial leader, Mark

;
1fTTITillrillmIlUimill■■ItH+f.18111111111ULiajl^jji:11_ij ^l ^l ^Li^liJl iJlUjl '-i iJilil ^^^^^g^^J

vs.
Hot Shots
vs.
Giants
vs. Reiser's Raidrs.
vs.
Senators
vs. Keller's Kirs.

YOUR
BARBER SHOP

—

5 Chairs No Waiting
1532 BROADWAY (off Pine)

But the realization of the Bradley
win could make the Pilots a lot
more dangerous foe this time.
AI Negratti's squad is 9-7 on the
season, with four of the setbacks
from Coast powerhouses SU and
Oregon State.
After wading
through semester exams, the Pilots
are ready for action again. The
Chiefs will again want a double-

victory to solidify their claim as
the area's top independent.
Portland's attack is built around
their high-scoring guard duo of
Jim Armstrong and Dick Jolley.
Armstrong, a 6-ft. shot-maker
from Chicago, leads the Pilots in
scoring with an average of 15.6
points per game. He pumped in
21 points in the Bradley game,
with running-mate Jolley adding
19.
Jolley is second in Portlandscoring with a 13.3 average. The 6-ft.
1-in. stand-out collected 23 points
against Seattle in the second game
at Vancouver, keeping the Pilots
at close range until Elgin Baylor
If-

special grudge against Portland,
always does especially well against
the Pilots. Baylor scored 31 and
48 points in the two teams' first

meeting.

Portland had played a one-man
guard against "Els" then, bat the
Bradley affair may have revamped
that strategy. At Peoria, the Pilots

-

employed a two-man check on
Bradley's All American Barney
Cable and held him to a scant 2
points! Whether they two team
Baylor or not remains to be seen,
but Negratti realizes something

-

must be devised to hold down
Baylor if Portland expects to win.
The successful "Cable-ing" was
done by freshman sensation Jim
Altenhofen and veteran Bill Zapp.
Zapp had the guarding assignment
on Baylor at Vancouver. Altenhofen has used his 6-ft. 5-in-. frame
to pull down 123 rebounds, secondhigh on the team.
Top rebounder and third high
the
(7.6
scorer
Pilots
average) on

is 6-ft. 4-in. Elmen "Red" Bloedel.
The other starter on Negratti's
"Starting Six" is forward Art
Chapman. All the above saw ac-

tion at Vancouver.
After the Portland series, the
Chiefs will host the other of their
Northwest arch-rivals, Gonzaga,
February 7-8. The Zags will repay
a visit SU made earlier to Spokane, and will be looking for their
first win over the Redmen this

season, also.

Individually Owned

or Worn

fetHl
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FRANK KIEFNER

1
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FR. 4410

Across from the A. fr P.
Member of K. of C. and St. Joseph's Parish
We Buy Direct from Hie cutters and are located out of the high-rent district. This results in 40% 50% Savings to SU Students.
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"The Rabbit," who must have a

Diamond! Never Before

X*

Mm

began his scoring bombardment.

-

2-HOUR SERVICE
Monday through Saturday

15% DISCOUNT

'

to

SU Students

3th .md East Madison

1958 SWISS
MOUNTAINEERING
ADVENTURE
Visiting:

Climbing In:

LONDON

BERNESE OBERLAND

ZURICH
PARIS

ZERMATT
CHAMONIX

Leaving July 2, 1958; via S.S. Flandre, French
Line, or via Air France.

—

Tour will be gone six weeks, all-inclusive rates:
via Ship, $980
or via Air, $1,090.

Beginners and Walkers welcomed! For further
information write:

WILLIAM L. SUTTON
P. O. BOX 1 9482, Rimpau Station
LOS ANGELES 19, CALIFORNIA
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Little Chiefs Sport 6-1 Mark

Against Collegiate Competition

The Seattle U Papooses ran their
season record to 7-4 Monday night
with a 78-74 victory over Grays
Harbor JC in the preliminary to
the Chieftain-Bronco affair. The

Frosh have a victory string of their
own. Though not as impressive as
the varsity, Coach Cazzetta's five
has captured their last three
games.
The victory over the Chokers
from Aberdeen gave the Papooses
a 6-1 overall mark against college
competition, their only loss being
an 81-78 setback by Olympic JC.
The Papooses look to March 10 to
even the score when they meet the
Bremerton lads in a rematch at
Civic.
The Frosh stand 1-3 in local
AAU play, but have suffered two
heart-breaking decisions, a lasthalf loss to Friendly in their season's opener and a 58-57 setback
to Connor Sales, the league's runner-up, on the 20th. Their other
AAU loss was to powerful Buchan's and the Frosh beat Kirk in
December.
The Little Chiefs now sport a
4-1 record for January play, with

PLAID-CLAD CHEERLEADERS of Seattle V preparing cheers for Chieftain games are: (back row)
Dan Walton, Wally Flannery, Dan Reilly and Bud Voermans; (front row) Karen Romstad, Carol Norton, Roni Bosko, Kay Paulus.

ROTC and Champagne Charlies
Lead Intramural Basketball Play
The ROTC team continued to
dominate the American League
play this past week. They defeated
Kelly's Killers, 64-37, last Thursday and stopped the Fifths, 35-23,
Tuesday. Bob Lydum, the cadets'
big gun, led the scoring with 22
and 21 points for the two contests.
The ROs' closest rival, the Nooners, played the Goinkers Friday
but the affair was ruled no contest
due to a scorer's error. The game
will be rescheduled.
Elsewhere in the A. L., the Satellites, playing without the service
of Rev. RobertRebhahn, S.J., amiable dean of students, were edged
by the Fifths, 36-35. SatelliteMark

Hanses led the scorers with 12

points.

-

only that pulse-stopping Connor
defeat marring an all winning
quarter total.
In the Grays Harbor game, the
Papooses started out fast, running
up a lead of 10 to 15 points at various stages. Then the Chokers put
on a great rally, narrowing the
grap but never closing it.
John O'Brien and Chuck Karach
again led the Freshman attack.
O'Brien scored 20 points, with
Karach adding 19. Joe Sedor added
14 points, while Jim Coleman controlled the boards.
This month, the Papoose's have
taken Skagit Valley, 71-64, lost to
Connor, walloped Seattle Pacific
Jayvees, 96-72, and beat Everett
JC, 73-67. O'Brienscored 36 points
against Seattle Pacific on the 21st,
22 against Everett and 17 against
Connor. Karach was high in the
Skagit win with 15 points.
The Everett game was an important win for the Frosh, as the Everett team is one of the state's
ranking jaycee powers. The top
teams will clash in a return match
February 25.

half comeback, 61-48, Monday.
Phil Contreras turned in a 21point performance for the victors.

In the National League, the
STANDINGS
Champagne Charlies moved into a
Team
W.
L.
first place tie with the Probation3
0
ers Thursday by defeating them, ROTC
2
0
49-44, and then skipped out in Nooners
1
1
front Tuesday by virtue of a 55-45 Goinkers
1
2
victory over the Trees. Frank Satellites
1
3
Barnes netted 14 points in the first Fifths
3
1
game and 17 in the second for the Champagne Charlies
Probationers
2
1
Charlies.
2
1
Friday saw the Dukes outscore Mafia
2
1
the Huskies, 23-18, paced by Bob Dukes
S
1
Harmon's 11 points. The Mafia Trees
SCHEDULE
knotted the league into a threeway tie for second place when they Jan. 30 Goinkers vs. Kelly's
12:15
Killers
disposed of the Trees in a secondJan. 30 Huskies vs.

Probationers

1:10

Jan. 31 Satellites vs.
Nooners
Jan. 31 Mafia vs. Dukes

Feb. 3

Champagne

12:15

Charlies

1:10

Feb. 3 ROTC vs. Nooners.. 1:10
Feb. 4 Goinkers vs.
Satellites
12:15
Feb. 4 Huskies vs. Mafia
1:10

JOE SHERIFF'S
Richfield Service

"
" BRAKES
LUBRICATION
" LIGHT
" WHEEL REPAIRS
BALANCING {

JOHN O'BRIEN LEAPS up, attempting to score against Grays
Harbor, at the Papoose game played January 27.

! 11th and East Madison j
I(Across

from Student Union

Bldg.)

j

famous ARROW

TEN O FOUR

Madison Street
Barber Shop
3 Barbers

All Crew Cut Specialists

Near Corner of Madison and Terry

*
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Anachronism?
"

Not really. 'Cause if Coke had been
around in Caesar's day, Caesar would
have treated himself to the sparkling
good taste, the welcome lift of Cokel
Caesar's motto— "l came, Isaw, I
conquered."Pretty good motto for
Coke too— the prime favorite in over
100 countries today!

JrE^ §Hfek.
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SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

The PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

ARROW-^^ first in fashion

/
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Constitution and Projectors
Discussed by Assembly Bd.
Two important items were
brought before the AssemblyBoard
meeting, January 16. The first was
the purchase of new projection
equipment for Pigott Auditorium
and the second was the enumeration of new revisions to the constitution.
Ron Gallucci, chairman of the
Movie Board, described in detail
the two types of projection equipment under consideration by the

Board.
The first type was the Bell &
Howell Jan, a bulb-type projector.
The second was the RCA 16mm.
carbon arc type, similar to that
used in commercial movie houses.
It was brought to the attention
of the Assembly Board that the
latter had proved the more effec-

A Phi O Selects
New Club Leaders
Ben Simon was re-elected president of Alpha Phi Omega at the
last meeting. Other new officers
are Ron Ibsen, vice president in
charge of activities; Dan Ballard,
vice president in charge of
pledges; Jerry Ley, corresponding
secretary.

FredHerb was chosen as record-

ing secretary, Dean Baumgartner
as treasurer, Tom Clark as historian, and Jim Higgins was selected for the post of sergeant-at-

tive in tests run in the auditorium
and that the administration felt
that nothing but the best should
be purchased, so the carbon arc
projector received the unanimous
vote of Assembly Board members.
The cost of this projector is $2,300
and it will be paid half by the
ASSU and half by the administration. Installation will begin sotm
and the first presentation of a film
on the new equipment will take
place sometime in late Fabruary.
Chief Justice of the Judicial
Board Mark Ruljancich enumerated 17 changes or additionsto the
constitution. These changes had
been formulatedby a special committee comprised of two members
of the Assembly Board and three
members of the Judicial Board.
The Assembly Board approved this
committee and sanctioned all further work on the constitution.
These changes included (1) the
establishment of two vice presidents, (2) doing away with the
cabinet, and (3) holding student
body elections earlier in the year.

FOR RENT
MADISON STREET THEATRE
Broadway & Madison. For particulars, call

__

T. V. DEAN
ELiot 5595
.
. ,■.
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REQUIESCANT IN PACE
The students and faculty oi
Seattle University offer their
heartfelt sympathy to Mr,
Henry Broderick, a member of
the Board of Regents, on the
death of his wife last Monday;
and to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Barman pn the death of her father, Mr. A. Spaulding, last
week.

j^\"^o

ASSU Sponsors
Bus to NCAA
The ASSU office announces tentative plans for a chartered bus to
San Francisco in the event that
the Chieftains receive an invitation to the NCAA Regional Tournament. The bus will hold 32 passengers and includessnack bar and
restroom facilities. It may be
chartered for the round-trip price
of $25 per person.
Even though the NCAA bid has
not been received to date, advance
reservations must be made. This

necessitates a list of students and
faculty who would be interested

in making the trip. Another possibility is a chartered plane for $50
per person, round trip.
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Catholic Gift Headquarters

Kaufer Co.
1904 Fourth
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CLUB NEWS
SODALITY
An invitation is being issued to
all men interested \n serving or
learning to serve Mass to attend
special courses sponsored by the
SU Sodality.
The series of courses, which will
extend through the whole quarter,
is being taught by Charles Schaff

YR's
The Young Republicans' next
general meeting is Thursday, Feb.
6, at 8 p.m. in the Chieftain

Final plans for Open
House will be laid, and time for
skit rehearsal will be announced.
Lounge.
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COLHECON CLUB
and Fernando Amorteguy.
Colhecon Club will meet at 7:30
At the same time, two newcom- p.m., Tuesday,
Feb.4, in theClothmittees
student vocations and lit- ing Lab in Lyons
—
Hall. Discussion
urgy
are being organized under
will concern Homecoming display
the direction of Rev. Francis J. plans.
Lindekugel, S.J., Sodality moderAnyone interested is invited to
ator. The student vocations committee will meet every Wednesday attend. Refreshments will be
at 1 p.m., while the liturgy com- served following the meeting.
" " "
mittee will meet on Fridays at 1

—

p.m.
Anyone interested in any of
these projects is urged to contact
the Sodality office for further information.
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Special Rates to Faculty and Students

fig

Next to Elsie's Chieftain Cafe

lj

Mil RHO LAMBDA
Mv Rho Lambda, the medical
recordlibrarian sorority of SU and
Providence Hospital, held its annual meeting January 13, at Provi-

dence.
The following officers were
elected for the 1958 term: president, Donna Lemke; vice president, Joanne Saso; secretary,
Sonya Salgado, treasurer, Yvonne
Bar.
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Viola Frost, R.R.L., one of our
graduates, is the advisor for the

lub.

Feelin' blue? Need money, too?
Students, we've got news for you!
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A K Psi Forms
New Committees

Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity startedoff its winter quarter activities with appointment of
standing committees on January 8.
These committees are empowered
to function the remainder of the
year.

President Emery Hansen selected the following members to the
various committees: alumni, Jim
Christensen andDennis Young, bylaws, Fred Schacht and John Edwards; efficiency, Leo Costello,
"Skip" Finn, JackHaines and Walter Purcell; pledge and member-

WHAT'S A VIKING AFTER

ship, Dick Abrams, Frank Vitulli

and John Merlino.
The publications committee is
under the direction of Bill Hastig,
Harry Hungerbuhler and Jerry
Connelly; publicity, Harry Hungerbuhler; professional, Jack Haines,
Fred DeGrazio and Vincent Gervais; research, Bob Moloney and
Jim Schreck; service to school,
Walter Purcell and Bernard Des
Roberts; social, Greg Atwood and
Jim Christensen.
Plans for AKPsi's dance February 1 were canceled due to other
conflicting activities and Homecoming preparations.
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HOARSE NORSE
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MOST POPULAR GAME that ever went to college— that's Sticklers! Just write a simple riddle
and a two-word rhyming answer. For example:
What's a big cat shot full of holes? (Answer:
peppered leopard.) Both words must have the
Bame number of syllables— bleak freak, fluent
truant, vinery finery. Send Sticklers, with your
name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-
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BATTER CHATTER
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drawings! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
usein our ads— andfor hundreds that never see
print WMe yQU>re Sticklmg; Jight up & %A
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smoke— light up a Lucky. You'll say it's the

best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

LIGHT UP A light SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
<cat. Co.)

Product of Ufoj¥mtAAKin Jufouxo-Kxrvyiavw— doGaeeo-is our middle name

